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Abstract

The problem of setting route directives in a motorway
network is formulated as a dynamic game problem� After
restricting attention to the Nash equilibrium concept� a
search procedure for such an equilibrium is proposed�

� Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to provide a short account
of an investigation into routing control�
The authors were asked to participate in the DRIVE

II Project DYNA� The aim of this project is to develop�
produce� and test a real�time prediction algorithm for
tra�c �ow on a motorway network� The ���	 extension
of the project also de
nes as aim tra�c control� The task
of the CWI team was to perform research on a control
algorithm� Only a proposal for a control algorithm had
to be developed� no simulations were required�
In many economically advanced countries the tra�c

�ow in peak hours on particular stretches of the mo�
torway �freeway� network exceeds the available capacity�
Because governments do not want to increase network ca�
pacity much more there is an interest in the application
of communication and control to improve the utilization
of the existing network� Government policies in Europe�
the U�S�A�� and in Japan stimulate this approach�
In this investigation attention is limited to routing con�

trol of a motorway network� Routing control is de
ned as
a control eort that seeks to in�uence the route choice of
users of a network� Routing control is a form of tra�c
control and a tool of tra�c management�
The contribution of the investigation includes the def�

inition of a control system for the use of route directives
of a motorway network� The routing problem is formu�
lated as a dynamic game problem for which attention is

�This paper is to appear in the proceedingsof the ���� European

Control Conference� Rome� Italy

restricted to a Nash equilibrium� A search procedure for
this Nash equilibrium is proposed that makes use of the
prediction algorithm developed by others in the project�
Further research on routing control is required� The

algorithmmust be tested in simulation and subsequently
be tested on the road� At the theoretical level the exis�
tence and the search procedure for the Nash equilibrium
need attention�
The 
nal report of the investigation is published else�

where� see ����

Other investigations into routing control

For an introduction to routing control see ���� M� Papa�
georgiou ��� has proposed to use optimal control theory to
synthesize a control law that meets the control objectives�
As part of the DRIVE Project QUO VADIS several rout�
ing control laws have been proposed by M� Papageorgiou
and others� These control laws are in the process of being
evaluated by simulation or by road testing� see �	� ���

Experience with routing control

An experiment with routing control was performed near
Amsterdam� The Netherlands� On November �	� ���� a
variable message sign was put in use called the RIA�sign
for Route choice Information Amsterdam� The sign is
located on motorway A� between Zaandam and the Am�
sterdam ringway A�� in the direction of Amsterdam� The
sign provides information about tra�c conditions on the
ringway� in particular� on the length of tra�c jams at the
Coentunnel� in the western link� and at the Zeeburger�
tunnel� in the northern link� and on possible obstructions
in these tunnels� On the basis of this actual state infor�
mation car drivers can make an en�route choice by either
turning left to the A�� Noord or right to the A�� West�
A study has been made of the eectiveness of the RIA�

sign by interviewing a panel of drivers� The overall con�
clusion is that the sign is valued positively by drivers and
has a positive eect on tra�c �ow� After the introduc�
tion of the sign the panel members were less frequently
caught up in queues than before� The average travel time



of the panel decreased by eight percent� The duration
and severity of congestion decreased from period to pe�
riod� Five to seven percent of all trips were in�uenced by
the sign�

� Modeling of tra�c �ow in a motorway
network

��� Model for tra�c �ow without control

The model for tra�c �ow in a motorway network with
control to be mentioned below is based on a similarmodel
without control�
Terminology on a motorway network follows� Consider

a motorway network on which a control and signalling
system is installed� Such a system is assumed to have a
detector station about every ��� m� of the motorway� At
a detector station information is collected on the tra�c
�ow� Detector stations are also assumed present at on�
ramps� at o�ramps� and at motorway intersections� A
model of a motorway network consists of a graph in which
the nodes correspond to locations of detector stations� A
section of the network is an ordered pair of nodes such
that there is a motorway connection between these nodes
that does not pass another node� An origin�destination

pair �OD� is an ordered tuple of nodes where the 
rst
node corresponds to a location with an on�ramp and the
second to a location with an o�ramp� A route of an OD
pair is a path from the associated origin to the associated
destination� A path is speci
ed by a chain of sections� In
general an OD pair may have several routes� A link is a
chain of sections between two adjacent intersections of a
motorway network�
A summary follows of a state space model for traf�


c �ow in a motorway network� For motorway tra�c
�ow a macroscopic model of H�J� Payne will be used
that has been modi
ed by S�A� Smulders� The state
variables of this model are tra�c density and average
speed per section for all sections� Because the purpose
of this model is routing� the tra�c density per section
must be distinguished per OD pair and per route� De�
note the discrete time axis by T � Denote the tra�c den�
sity of OD pair �i� j�� of route k� and of section �l�m�
by x��i� j�� k� �l�m�� �� � T � R� in veh�km�lane� The
density in section �l�m� may then be calculated by

x��l�m�� t� �
X

x��i� j�� k� �l�m�� t��

where the sum is over all OD pairs and all routes that
use the section �l�m�� The state vector x contains the
tra�c densities de
ned above and the average speed per
section in all sections�
The state transition equations are deduced from

Payne�s model and from the structure of the network�
The resulting state space model is described by the
discrete�time dynamic system

x�t� �� � f�x�t�� ��t��� x�t�� � x�� ���

In this model the vector � speci
es the entry �ows at
origins�

��� Control measures

Attention in this summary is restricted to those control
measures that have a direct impact on the en�route choice
of network users�

�� Radio� Transmission of messages on regular radio
channels� The messages contain almost exclusively
information on exceptional circumstances� such as
congestion and unforeseen lane closures�

�� RDS�TMC� The Radio Data System �RDS� has re�
cently come on the market as part of a car radio�
Via a Travel Message Channel �TMC� information
is communicated to the car radio and stored there�
The user of a car equipped with RDS may by the
push of a button start RDS to sound an audio mes�
sage in his or her language with tra�c information�

�� DRIP� A Dynamisch Route Information Paneel
�DRIP� Dynamic route information board� is an ex�
ample of a variable messages sign �VMS�� An exam�
ple of a DRIP is the RIA sign discussed in Section ��
That sign displays the length of the tra�c jams in
the western and the northern link of the ring around
Amsterdam�

	� VDS� Variable Direction Signs �VDS� are currently
not installed in The Netherlands� In principle
DRIP�s can be used as VDS�s�

��� Routing information

Routing information provided by control measures may
be distinguished into the following forms�

�� Actual information� Information re�ecting the state
of tra�c in the motorway network at the time the
information is sent to the communication channel or
displayed� Most current control measures mentioned
operate in this mode�

�� Predictions� For example� prediction of travel times
for one or more routes�

�� Route directives� A network user is provided a route
directive�

A note on terminology follows� A route directive is in�
formation that points travellers to a particular route� A
route directive may be provided by a variable direction
sign� a DRIP� a radio message� or RDS� A route directive
is considered as an advice� travellers may decide to follow
or to ignore the directive�
Which type of routing information is to be preferred for

routing control� Travel time predictions are considered
with reservations� Car drivers may compare the travel



time prediction with the experienced travel time� Be�
cause the predictions have a large uncertainty there will
always be a dierence between these travel times� There�
fore drivers may lose con
dence in the predictions� This
will then aect the reliability of routing control�
In conclusion� the routing information of actual state

information and of travel directions are preferred over
travel time predictions� The advantages of travel direc�
tives over actual state information are as of yet not clear�

��	 Modeling of the control system

The control measures that have an eect on the en�route
choices are� VDS� DRIP� radio� RDS� and route guid�
ance systems� The route information received by drivers
via these information channels will have an eect on� ���
The exit of the motorway network to be used for the trip�
��� The route to be followed� It is known that the reac�
tions of car drivers to en�route messages is mixed� Some
car drivers will not see or will not notice the message�
some who do receive it do not know how to interpret the
message� etc� Experience with routing information and
variable direction signs is needed in combination with in�
terviews of road users for modeling of drivers reactions�
It is practical if route directives are not adjusted con�

tinuously but only at regularly spaced times and held

xed in between these times� One may think of updating
the route directives every � minutes�
The eect of route directives on the tra�c �ow is mod�

elled by inputs and by splitting fractions� At each inter�
section of a motorway where the possible routes of an OD
pair branch the splitting fraction describes which part of
the �ow follows each route� The eect of an input on the
splitting fraction at an intersection re�ects the compli�
ance of drivers to the route directives� Let

u��i� j�� k�m� �� � T � ��� ���

represent the route directives for OD pair �i� j�� for route
k� at intersection m� Let the vector u contain all routing
fractions� The control system for the state space model
is then described by the recursion

x�t� �� � f��x�t�� u�t�� ��t��� x�t�� � x�� ���

� Routing control

��� Problem formulation and approach

The routing control problemmay be formulated as having
one decision�maker or many decision�makers� In the for�
mulation of one decision�maker� the road operator� who
is responsible to the government for the network� selects
the control objectives and decides on routing� In the
formulation of multi decision�making a decision�maker
corresponds to the �ow of an OD pair� Although in
principle the road users make the route choice individ�
ually� the choice will be similar for all users travelling on

the same OD pair asuming that they are provided with
the same routing information and assuming rational be�
haviour� Because of this distinction one must work with
the decision criteria of user optimality and of system op�

timality� System optimality refers to one decision�maker�
the road operator� and user optimality refers to multi
decision�makers� one decision�maker for each OD pair�
Control objectives of the �ow for a particular OD pair

are� travel time� travel distance� travel costs� road surface
�quality�� safety� congestion and stress� ease of driving�
environmental factors� pleasant scenery� For the inves�
tigation on which this paper reports travel time will be
taken as the cost function�
Let G denote the class of control laws and for OD pair

�i� j�� G�i� j� the corresponding class of control laws� El�
ements of G and G�i� j� are denoted by g and g�i� j� re�
spectively� Let

J��i� j�� g�

represent the cost� say the total travel time� over a spec�
i
ed time horizon for the tra�c �ow of OD pair �i� j�
when control law g is used� The cost is to be minimized�
The authors have decided to narrow down the dynamic

user optimality concept to the Nash equilibrium concept�

De
nition ��� For the routing problem formulated

above a control law g� � G is said to be a Nash equi�
librium if for all OD pairs �i� j� � OD

J��i� j�� g�� � J��i� j�� g��

where

g�k� l� �

�
g��k� l�� ��k� l� � OD� �k� l� �� �i� j��
g��k� l�� if �k� l� � �i� j��

and g��i� j� � G�i� j� is arbitrary�

Thus a control law is a Nash equilibrium if� for each OD
pair� the cost increases when for only that OD pair an�
other control law than the optimal one is used� The re�
striction to a Nash equilibrium seems quite reasonable
considering the facts that in any reasonable size network
there are in general many OD �ows and that drivers on
dierent OD �ows do not coordinate their decisions�
Open questions are whether a Nash equilibrium exists�

and� if so� whether it is unique� In general a Nash equi�
librium� if it exists� is non unique�

Problem ��� Consider the routing control problem for

route directives with the Nash equilibrium concept formu�

lated above� Determine a control law g� � G that is a

Nash equilibrium�

In this investigation control synthesis will be based on
a version of the separation principle� According to this
principle a control law is synthesized by combining a pre�
dictor or 
lter with a control law based on state feedback�
The control law consists of a predictor and a controller�
The predictor has been developed in the project by other



teams� It provides estimates of intensities and average
speeds in links of the motorway network and predictions
of the intensities at entry points of the network� It also
can provide predictions of intensities and average speeds
in links of the network� The controller uses the predic�
tions of the state variables and produces the input� the
variable direction settings� What remains to be done is
to synthesize the controller� a control law based on state
estimates and predictions of arrival intensities�

��� Routing control law

If a Nash equilibrium exists� how can it be determined�
For a dynamic game problem one can derive a set of dy�
namic programming equations that characterize a Nash
equilibrium� see ��� Section ����� Th� �� Section ����� Th�
A���� Considering the size of the state space of the sys�
tem� for the Amsterdam network of the order of �� � ����
this approach is practically not feasible� Therefore a re�
alistic approximation procedure for the Nash equilibrium
should be considered�

Principle of routing control law

The de
nition of a Nash equilibrium suggests a search
procedure to determine such an equilibrium� It consists
of an optimization per OD pair and a search procedure
over OD pairs�

Principle ��� Routing control law�

�� Select and order a set of origin�destination network

nodes pairs�

�� Perform for all OD pairs selected in step � an on�

line input design based on a �nite�horizon look ahead

procedure using travel time predictions produced by

the predictor�

�� Repeat the steps � and � until for no OD pair a fur�

ther improvement can be made�

�� Fix the route directives for the next discretization

interval�

	� Repeat the �rst four steps of this procedure in the

subsequent intervals�

The principle formulated above leads to a control law
that can be computed with the predictor and is therefore
feasible in practice� No claim of optimality for this control
law is made�

� Concluding remarks

The proposed control law needs further investigation�
testing by simulation� and testing on the road� It will
take several more years of development work before it
comes to a road test�
A future investigation into routing control may address

the following points�

�� At the theoretical level there are the question of exis�
tence of a Nash equilibrium and the characterization
of the set of such equilibria for the routing control
problem�

�� The search procedure over selected OD pairs� A the�
oretical question is whether the search procedure ter�
minates in a 
nite number of steps if there exists a
Nash equilibrium� A practical question is whether
a few steps of the procedure provides an acceptable
solution to the routing control problem and� if so�
how these steps should be performed�
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